Combined association and linkage analysis for general pedigrees and genetic models.
A combined score test for association and linkage analysis is introduced, based on a biologically plausible model with association between markers and causal genes and penetrance between phenotypes and the causal gene. The test is based on a retrospective likelihood of marker data given phenotypes, treating the alleles of the causal gene as hidden data. It is defined for arbitrary outbred pedigrees, a wide class of genetic models including polygenic and shared environmental effects and allows for missing marker data. It is multipoint, taking marker genotypes from several loci into account simultaneously. The score vector has one association and one linkage component, which can be used to define separate tests for association and linkage. For complete marker data, we give closed form expressions for the efficiency of the linkage, association and combined tests. These are examplified for binary and quantitative phenotypes with or without polygenic effects. The conclusion is that association tests are comparatively more efficient than linkage tests for strong association, weak penetrance models, small families and non-extreme phenotypes, whereas the linkage test is more efficient for weak association, strong penetrance models, large families and extreme phenotypes. The combined test is a robust alternative, which never performs much worse than the best of the linkage and association tests, and sometimes significantly better than both of them. It should be particularly useful when little is known about the genetic model.